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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Exchange Server 2013 Organization that contains 10
Servers.
You have a Federation Trust to the Microsoft Federation
Gateway.
The Certificate in the Trust Relationship expires soon.
You need to replace the certificate.
The solution must minimize downtime.
You purchase a new certificate.
What should you do next?
A. On all of the Exchange Servers, import the Certificate, and
then run the Set-OrganizationRelationship cmdlet.
B. On one of the Exchange Servers, import the Certificate, and
then run the Set-FederatedOrganizationldentifier cmdlet.
C. On all of the Exchange Servers, import the Certificate, and
then run the New-FederationTrust cmdlet.
D. On one of the Exchange Servers, import the Certificate, and
then run the Set-FederationTmst cmdlet.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following options in the Selection Preview
drop-down menu, in the Color Range dialog box, shows unselected
areas as a rubylith overlay?
A. None

B. Quick Mask
C. Grayscale
D. White Matte
Answer: B
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Tim and Ã‰lan are 90 miles away from one another. They are
starting to move towards each other simultaneously, Tim at a
speed of 10 Mph and Ã‰lan at a speed of 5 Mph. If every hour
they multiply their speeds, what is the distance that Tim will
pass until he meets Ã‰lan?
A. 60 miles
B. 45 miles.
C. 65 miles
D. 30 miles.
E. 35 miles.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Tim is traveling at twice the speed of Ã‰lan, and so will be
after they multiply their speeds.
In other words, their speeds will always be at a 2:1 ratio no
matter what and therefore the ratio between the roads that
they'll pass will also be 2:1 or 60 miles to 30 miles. Tim will
go through 60 miles.
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